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Abstract
This paper analyzes negation in eight popular corpora spanning six natural language understanding tasks. We show that these corpora have few negations compared to generalpurpose English, and that the few negations
in them are often unimportant. Indeed, one
can often ignore negations and still make the
right predictions. Additionally, experimental
results show that state-of-the-art transformers
trained with these corpora obtain substantially
worse results with instances that contain negation, especially if the negations are important.
We conclude that new corpora accounting for
negation are needed to solve natural language
understanding tasks when negation is present.

1

Introduction

Natural language understanding (NLU) is an umbrella term used to refer to any task that requires
text understanding. For example, question answering (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), information extraction (Stanovsky et al., 2018), coreference resolution (Wu et al., 2020), and machine reading (Yang
et al., 2019), among many others, are tasks that fall
under natural language understanding. The threshold for claiming that a system understands natural
language is ever-moving. New corpora are often
justified by pointing out that state-of-the-art models
do not obtain good results. After years of steady
improvements, more powerful models eventually
obtain so-called human performance, and at that
point new, more challenging corpora are created.
Many corpora for natural language understanding tasks contain language generated by annotators rather than retrieved from texts written independently of the corpus creation process. These
corpora are certainly useful and have facilitated
tremendous progress. Annotator-generated examples, however, carry the risk of evaluating systems
with synthetic language that is not representative of
language in the wild. For example, annotators are
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likely to use negation when asked to write a text
that contradicts something despite contradictions
in the wild need not have a negation (Gururangan
et al., 2018). Recently, Kwiatkowski et al. (2019)
present a large corpus for question answering that
consists of natural questions (i.e., asked by somebody with a real information need) in order to encourage research in a more realistic scenario. This
contrasts with previous corpora, where the questions were written by annotators after being told
the answer (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).
In this paper, we explore the role of negation
in eight corpora for six popular natural language
understanding tasks. Our goal is to check whether
negation plays the role it deserves in these tasks. To
our surprise, we conclude that negation is virtually
ignored by answering the following questions:1
1. Do NLU corpora contain as many negations
as general-purpose texts? (they don’t);
2. Do the (few) negations in NLU corpora play
a role in solving the tasks? (they don’t); and
3. Do state-of-the-art transformers trained with
NLU corpora face challenges with instances
that contain negation? (they do, especially if
the negation is important).

2

Background and Related Work

We work with the eight corpora covering six tasks
summarized below and exemplified in Table 2.
We select two corpora for question answering: CommonsenseQA (Talmor et al., 2019) and
COPA (Roemmele et al., 2011). CommonsenseQA
consists of multi-choice questions (5 candidate answers) that require some degree of commonsense.
COPA presents a premise (e.g., The man broke his
toe) and a question (e.g., What was the cause of
this?) and the system must choose between two
plausible alternatives (e.g. He got a hole in his sock
or He dropped a hammer on his foot).
1
Code and data available at https://github.com/
mosharafhossain/negation-and-nlu.
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For textual similarity and paraphrasing, we select
QQP2 and STS-B (Cer et al., 2017). QQP consists
of pairs of questions and the task is to determine
whether they are paraphrases. STS-B consists of
pairs of texts and the task is to determine how semantically similar they are with a score from 0 to 5.
We select one corpus for the remaining tasks.
For inference, we work with QNLI (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016), which consists in determining whether
a text is a valid answer to a question. We use
WiC (Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados, 2019) for
word sense disambiguation. WiC consists in determining whether two instances of the same word (in
two sentences; italicized in Table 2) are used with
the same meaning. For coreference resolution, we
choose WSC (Levesque et al., 2012), which consists in determining whether a pronoun and a noun
phrase are co-referential (italicized in Table 2). Finally, we work with SST-2 (Socher et al., 2013) for
sentiment analysis. The task consists in determining whether a sentence from a collection of movie
reviews has positive or negative sentiment.
For convenience, we work with the formatted
versions of these corpora in the GLUE (Wang et al.,
2018) and SuperGLUE (Wang et al., 2019) benchmarks. The only exception is CommonsenseQA,
which is not part of these benchmarks.
Related Work Previous work has shown that
SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) and MNLI (Williams
et al., 2018) have annotation artifacts (e.g., negation
is a strong indicator of contradictions) (Gururangan et al., 2018). The literature has also shown that
simple adversarial attacks including negation cues
are very effective (Naik et al., 2018; Wallace et al.,
2019). Kovatchev et al. (2019) analyze 11 paraphrasing systems and show that they obtain substantially worse results when negation is present.
More recently, Ribeiro et al. (2020) show that
negation is one of the linguistic phenomena commercial sentiment analysis struggle with. Several
previous works have investigated the (lack of) ability of transformers to make inferences when negation is present. For example, Ettinger (2020) conclude that BERT is unable to complete sentences
when negation is present. BERT also faces challenges solving the task of natural language inference (i.e., identifying entailments and contradictions) with monotonicity and negation (Geiger
et al., 2020; Yanaka et al., 2019). Warstadt et al.
2
https://www.quora.com/q/quoradata/First-QuoraDataset-Release-Question-Pairs

Question Answering
CommonsenseQA
COPA
Similarity and Paraphrasing
QQP
STS-B
Inference
QNLI
Word Sense Disambiguation
WiC
Coreference Resolution
WSC
Sentiment Analysis
SST-2
General-purpose English
all sentences
only questions

#sents.

% w/ neg.

12,102
1,000

14.5
0.8

1,590,482
17,256

8.1
7.1

231,338

8.7

14,932

8.2

804

26.2

70,042

16.0

8,300,000
456,214

22.6–29.9
15.8–20.2

Table 1: Number of sentences and percentage of sentences containing negation in natural language understanding corpora. All but WSC contain substantially
fewer negations than general-purpose English texts.

(2019) show the limitations of BERT making acceptability judgments with sentences that contain
negative polarity items. Most related to out work,
Hossain et al. (2020) analyze the role of negation in
three natural language inference corpora: RTE (Dagan et al., 2006; Bar-Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al., 2007; Bentivogli et al., 2009), SNLI and
MNLI. In this paper, we present a similar analysis,
but we move beyond natural language inference
and work with eight corpora spanning six natural
language understanding tasks.

3

Research Questions and Analysis

Q1: Do natural language understanding corpora contain as many negations as generalpurpose English texts? In order to automatically identify negation cues, we train a negation cue detector with the largest corpus available,
ConanDoyle-neg (Morante and Daelemans, 2012).
The cue detector is based on the RoBERTa pretrained language model (Liu et al., 2019); we provide details about the architecture and training process in Appendix A. Our cue detector obtains the
best results to date: F1: 93.79 vs. 92.94 (Khandelwal and Sawant, 2020). ConanDoyle-neg (and
thus our cue detector) identifies common negation
cues such as no, not, n’t and never, affixal negation
cues such as impossible and careless, and lexical
negations such as deny and avoid.
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C

✓

When you travel you should what in case of unexpected costs?
A) go somewhere, B) energy, C) spend frivilously, D) fly in airplane, E) have money

E

✗

What are some not-so-boring baby shower games ?
What are some baby shower games that are actually fun?

yes

✓

Who was philosophical guru of Shivaji Maharaj?
What are the unknown facts of shivaji maharaj?

no

✗

Colin Powell, the Secretary of State, said contacts with Iran would not stop.
Secretary of State Colin Powell said yesterday that contacts with Iran would continue.

4.3

✓

Well for one a being could have a non-physical existance and yet not even be in your mind.
The difference is huge, as not all non-physical things exist in minds.

3.4

✗

yes

✓

no

✗

It’s not the ultimate depression-era gangster movie.

neg.

✓

Whaley’s determination to immerse you in sheer, unrelenting wretchedness is exhausting.

neg.

✗

The intention of this legislation is to boost the economy.
Good intentions are not enough.

same

✗

yes

✗

QNLI

STS-B

QQP

[. . . ] he (John) never saw the lady before. They were what?
A) pay debts, B) slender, C) unacquainted, D) free flowing, E) sparse

SST-2

Important?

WSC WiC

CmmsnsQA

Example

Who did BSkyB team up with as it was not part of consortium?
While BSkyB had been excluded from being a part of the [. . . ], BSkyB was able to join ITV
Digital’s free-to-air replacement, Freeview, in which it holds an equal stake [. . . ]
In what year did Lavoisier publish his work on combustion?
In one experiment, Lavoisier observed that there was no overall increase in weight when tin
and air were heated in a closed container.

Sam and Amy are passionately in love, but Amy’s parents are unhappy about it, because
they are only fifteen.

Table 2: Examples containing negation (underlined) from the validation datasets of the natural language understanding corpora we work with. The third column presents the expected answer for the example (a choice, judgment, or
score depending on the task). The last column indicates whether the negation is important.

Table 1 presents the percentage of sentences that
contain negation in (a) the eight corpora we work
with and (b) general-purpose English. We take the
latter percentage (all sentences) from Hossain et al.
(2020), who run a negation cue detector in online
reviews, conversations, and books. Additionally,
we also present the percentages in questions. Negation is much less common in all natural language
understanding corpora but WSC (0.8%–16%) than
in general-purpose English (22.6%–29.9%). Note
that negation is also underrepresented in corpora
that primarily contain questions (general-purpose:
15.8%–20.2%; COPA: 0.8%, QQP: 8.1%).
Q2: Do the (few) negations in natural language
understanding corpora play a role in solving the
tasks? After showing that negation in underrepresented in natural language understanding corpora,
we explore whether the few negations they contain are important. Given an instance from any
of the corpora, we consider a negation important
if removing it changes the ground truth. In other
words, a negation is unimportant if one can ignore

it and still solve the task at hand. Table 2 presents
examples of important and unimportant negations.
We manually examine the negations in all instances containing negation from the validation
split of each corpus except QQP, for which we examine 1,000 (out of 5,196). Note that COPA does
not have any negations in the validation split, and
many corpora have few instances containing negation (CommonsenseQA: 184, STS-B: 225, QNLI:
852, WiC: 99, WSC: 52, and SST-2: 263). We
choose to work with the validation set because we
want to compare results when negation is and is not
important (Q3), and the ground truth for the test
splits of some corpora are not publicly available.
We observe that (a) all negations in WiC and
WSC are unimportant, and (b) the percentages
of unimportant negations in CommonsenseQA,
SST-2, QQP, STS-B, and QNLI are substantial:
45.1%, 63%, 97.4%, 95.6%, and 97.7%, respectively. These percentages indicate that one can
safely ignore (almost) all negations and still solve
the benchmarks. Despite the fact that negations are
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Syntactic
Morpho.
Syntactic
Morpho.

STS-2

CommonsenseQA

Example

Important?

Where would a person live if they wanted no neighbors?
A) housing estate, B) neighborhood, C) mars, D) woods, E) suburbs

D

✓

The teacher doesn’t tolerate noise during a test in their what?
A) movie theatre, B) bowling alley, C) factory, D) store, E) classroom

E

✗

What might result in an unsuccessful suicide attempt?
A) die, B) interruption, C) bleed, D) hatred, E) dying

B

✓

How are the conditions for someone who is living in a homeless shelter?
A) sometimes bad, B) happy, C) respiration, D) growing older, E) death

A

✗

Despite the evocative aesthetics evincing the hollow state of modern love life, the film never
percolates beyond a monotonous whine.

neg.

✓

Even if you don’t think (kissinger’s) any more guilty of criminal activity than most contemporary statesmen, he’d sure make a courtroom trial great fun to watch.

pos.

✗

Makes for a pretty unpleasant viewing experience.

neg.

✓

For anyone unfamiliar with pentacostal practices in general and theatrical phenomenon of
hell houses in particular, it’s an eye-opener .

pos.

✗

Table 3: Examples containing syntactic and morphological negation (underlined) from the validation datasets of
CommonsenseQA and SST-2.

validation w/o neg
validation w/ neg
important (sample from Q2)
unimportant (sample from Q2)

CmmnsnsQA

COPA

QQP

STS-B

QNLI

WiC

WSC

SST-2

0.60
0.53

0.73
n/a

0.90
0.91

0.92 / 0.91
0.85 / 0.84

0.93
0.91

0.67
0.64

0.63
0.59

0.94
0.93

0.47
0.62

n/a
n/a

0.73
0.92

0.57 / 0.62
0.85 / 0.84

0.67
0.92

n/a
0.64

n/a
0.59

0.86
0.95

Table 4: Results obtained with RoBERTa evaluating against (a) all instances with and without negation, and
(b) the sample of instances with negation we analyze in detail (important and unimportant). Since the datasets
are unbalanced, we report macro F1-score for all tasks except STS-B, for which we report Pearson and Spearman
correlations. Results are slightly lower with negation, and substantially lower with important negations.

not important in WSC and WiC, they do affect the
experimental results (details in Q3).
We also analyze the role of two major types
of negation: syntactic (not, no, never, etc.) and
morphological (i.e., affixes such as un-, im-, and
-less). To this end, we work with CommonsenseQA
and SST-2, which have lower percentages of unimportant negations (45.1% and 63%) than the other
corpora we use (97.4%–100%). Table 3 provides
examples of these two negation types. Perhaps unsurprisingly, syntactic negations are much more
common than morphological negations (CommonsenseQA: 88.6% vs 11.4%, SST-2: 71.9% vs
28.1%). More importantly, syntactic negations are
more often important in SST-2 (42.3% vs 23%),
but both syntactic and morphological negation
are roughly equaly important in CommonsenseQA
(55.2% vs 52.4%).
Q3: Do state-of-the-art transformers trained
with NLU corpora face challenges with instances
that contain negation? We conduct experiments
with RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). More specifically,

we use the implementation by Phang et al. (2020)
and train a model with the training split of each
corpus. We refer the readers to the Appendix B for
the details about these models and hyperparameters. We chose RoBERTa over other transformers
because 4 out of the 10 best submissions to the
SuperGLUE benchmark use it.3
Table 4 presents the results evaluating the models
with the corresponding validation splits. RoBERTa
obtains slightly worse results with the validation
instances that have negation in all corpora; the only
exception is QQP (F1: 0.90 vs. 0.91). These results
lead to the conclusion that negation may only pose
a small challenge to state-of-the-art transformers.
The results obtained evaluating with the important and unimportant negations from the samples
analyzed in Question 2, however, provide a different picture. Indeed, we observe substantial drops in
results in all tasks that have both kinds of negations.
More specifically, we obtain 27% lower results
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3

https://super.gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard

with instances containing important negations in
QNLI (F1: 0.92 vs. 0.67), 33%/26% lower in STSB, 24% lower in CommonsenseQA, 21% lower in
QQP, and 9% lower in SST. Further, even though all
negations are unimportant in WiC and WSC, we observe a drop in performance for the instances with
negation compared to the instances without negation (WiC: 0.64 vs 0.67 and WSC: 0.59 vs 0.63).
We conclude that transformers trained with existing
NLU corpora face challenges with instances that
contain negation. These results raise two important questions for future research: Is negation an
inherently challenging phenomenon for RoBERTa?
How many instances with negation are required to
solve a natural language understanding task?

4
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Conclusions

We have analyzed the role of negation in eight natural language understanding corpora covering six
tasks. Our analyses show that (a) all but WSC contain almost no negations or around 31%–54% of the
negations found in general-purpose texts, (b) the
few negations in these corpora are usually unimportant, and (c) RoBERTa obtains substantially worse
results when negation is important.
Our analyses also provide some evidence that
creating models to properly deal with negation may
require both new corpora and more powerful models. The need for new corpora stems from the answers to Questions 1 and 2. The justification for
powerful models is more subtle. We point out that
the percentage of unimportant negations (Section 3)
is only a weak indicator of the drop in results with
important negations (Table 4). For example, we
observe a 24% and 21% drop in results with important negations from CommonsenseQA and QQP
despite 45% and 97% of negations are unimportant.
Negation reverses truth values thus solutions to
any natural language understanding task should be
robust when negation is present and important. To
this end, our future work includes two lines of research. First, we plan to create benchmarks for the
six tasks consisting of instances containing negation (50/50 split important/unimportant). Second,
we plan to conduct probing experiments to investigate whether (and where) pretrained transformers
capture the meaning of negation. Doing so may
help us discover potential solutions to understand
negation and make inferences.
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A

Negation Cue Detection

We develop a negation cue detector (Section 3 in
the paper) by utilizing the RoBERTa (base architecture; 12 layers) pre-trained model (Liu et al.,
2019). We fine-tune the system on ConanDoyleneg (Morante and Daelemans, 2012) corpus. While
fine-training, the negation cues are marked with
BIO (B: Beginning of cue, I: Inside of cue, O: Outside of cue) tagging scheme. The contextualized
representations from the last layer of RoBERTa are
passed to a fully connected (FC) layer. Finally, a
conditional random field (CRF) layer produces the
output sequence for the labels.
Our model yields the following results on the test
set: 93.26 Precision, 94.32 Recall, and 93.79 F1.
The neural model takes about two hours on average
to train on a single GPU of NVIDIA Tesla K80. A
list of the tuned hyperparameters that the model
requires to achieve the above results is provided in
Table 5. The code is available at https://github.
com/mosharafhossain/negation-and-nlu.
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Hyperparameter
Max Epochs
Batch Size
Learning Rate (RoBERTa)
Learning Rate (FC, CRF)
Weight Decay (RoBERTa)
Weight Decay (FC)
Grad Clipping
Warmup Epochs
Patience
Dropout

50
10
1e-5
1e-3
0.00001
0.001
5.0
5
15
0.5

Table 5: Hyperparameters used to fine-tune the cue detector with ConanDoyle-neg (Morante and Daelemans,
2012) corpus. FC and CRF refers to fully connected
and conditional random field layers, respectively.

CmmnsnsQA
COPA
QQP
STS-B
QNLI
WiC
WSC
SST-2

Hp-1

Hp-2

Hp-3

10
50
3
10
3
10
200
3

16
16
16
16
8
16
16
16

1e-5
1e-5
1e-5
1e-5
1e-5
1e-5
1e-6
1e-5

Table 6: Hyperparameters used to fine-tune RoBERTa
individually for each corpus. Hp-1, Hp-2, and Hp-3
refer to the number of epochs, batch size, and learning
rate used in the training procedure. We use default
settings for the other hyperparameters when we use the
implementation by Phang et al. (2020).

B

Hyperparameters to Fine-tune the
System for Each of the NLU Tasks

We use an implementation by Phang et al. (2020)
and fine-tune RoBERTa (base architecture; 12 layers) (Liu et al., 2019) model separately for each
of the eight corpora. We use the default settings
of the hyperparameters, except for a few, when
fine-tuning the model on each benchmark. Table 6
shows tuned hyperparameters for each benchmark.
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